Quick Reference Guide
for iPhone

last update : 5th Nov. 2016

You can make a song with basic 4 steps :
1 . Create sounds
2. Sequence a pattern
3. Rearrange pattern blocks
4. Save the song
And there are more advanced steps :
5. Setting of the song
6. Live Motion
7. Motion Editor
8. Keyboard
9. Record and export audio

Let’s begin to learn how to make a song step by step.
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1 . Create sounds
First, let’ s start with an empty song.
① Tap the Home buton.

② Tap “My Data”

③ Tap “Empty Song”.

④ Now you can start with the
empty song.
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Create nice sounds.
To make sounds, you’ll confuse with these many faders and switches,
so I recommend you to use few buttons picked up below.

PITCH
DEPTH

BUG

DECAY

Pads : Check sounds by tapping these Pads.
Also it switches 4 track screens.

TIP : Frum bundles many of core parameters together in the BUG button, offering entirely new textures each time
the button is pressed. Explore tapping till you find nice one.
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Also you can load preset sound into any Pad.
You can open the Preset Window
by tapping the preset button.

Just Select one for each pad.
Frum has more than 200 presets.

Undo and redo.
If you want to get back older setting, you can undo/redo by tapping buttons
under the BUG button.

UNDO

REDO
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2. Sequence a pattern
Switch to the Pattern section.
Tap the second button of Section Selector.

Section Selector

Tap anywhere on the grid to set gate-block.
Tap tap tap tap tap....

Tap again to delete the gate-block.
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Listen the beat.
Play/Pause Loop Switch
Tap the Play/Pause button to listen the beat.
Make sure you turn on the Loop Switch
that loops the pattern forever.

Continue to make a better beat.
You can change the length of the gate-block
by flicking up/down the note.
TIP : Each gate-block needs enough Decay
or Sustain length to be longer note. Slide
up Decay at the “Engine” section If the
sound is shorter.

Decay
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3. Rearrange pattern blocks
Switch to the Patterns section.
Tap the third button of Section Selector.

Section Selector

Add other 2 blocks.
Tap ADD button twice. Now you have
3 blocks.
Let’s sequence these patterns as well
as you did with the first pattern.
ADD
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Delete a Block.

Arrange the order.

Hold tapping on any block, then
the delete buttons are appered.
You can delete each block by
tapping a delete button.

In this mode, You can drag and
drop each block to arrange the
block order.

Change the loop count.
You can change the loop count in the
Action Sheet appered on the bottom.
Turn off the Loop Switch.
You can see the current loop count
inside each block.

LOOP COUNT
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4. Save the song
Open the Save Window.
Tap this button.

Set song name, image and status.

Set the song name.
TIP : You can “save as” when you rename
the song name. Otherwise it is overwritten.

Upload / take an image for the song.

Draft : Just save in My Data space.
Published : Published in the Cloud.
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Confirm the saved song.
Go to home scene. Tap “Cloud” if you want
to check your Published song..

Cloud

Your all song are stored in “My Data”
regardless of the song status.

My Data

You can check your published song
in the timeline of “Cloud”.

You can check all your song in
“My Data”.
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Last 4 steps are the basic method to
make a song. Let’s learn next advanced
5 steps if you are ready.
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5. Setting of the song
Switch to the Setting section.
Tap the last button of Section Selector.

Section Selector

Change the bpm and shuffle.
BPM : You can change the song speed.
Shuffle : You can shuffle/swing the beat.
This works for each 1/16 step.
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Extend 4 pads to 16 pads.
Turn on “PAD DIVISION”, and you can see
the pads are divided to 16 pads.
PAD DIVISION

Now you can use 16 sound presets.
Tap a pad to select, A gate-block with
a number is placed when you tap the
grid.
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6. Live Motion

Change the sound color without breaking it.

Switch to the Engine section.
Tap the first button of Section Selector.

Section Selector

Show Flick Menu.
Long tap the button of Section Selector,
then the Flick Menu is appered. Flick up
your finger to select “LIVE MOTION”.

Flick Menu
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Touch any faders.
LIVE MOTION is designed to change any
sound temporary without breaking original
settings. Try touch any faders and release,
then you will notice that all sound is back to
the original sound color.

Faders are fixed when you turn on HOLD.
These return to the default when you turn
it off.

Close to quit LIVE MOTION.
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7. Motion Editor

You can edit each parameters for each 1/16 step.

Switch to Pattern section.
Tap the second button of Section Selector.

Section Selector

Flick up on the Flick Menu.
Long tap the button of Section Selector,
then the Flick Menu is appered. Flick up
your finger to select “MOTION EDITOR”.

Flick Menu
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Draw motions.

③ Sequence
gate-blocks

④ Draw Motion here
TIP :
Slide left/right : modify each step.
Tap again : delete one motion.

① Select a Pad
② Select a Motion Target
Follow the following steps :
① Select a pad.
② Select a Motion Target,
③ Sequence gate-blocks as well as you did at the basic steps,
④ Draw motions with your finger.
TIP : Available parameters (October 2016)

・TUPLET
・VOLUME
・DEPTH
・OSC BALLANCE
・CUT OFF
・RESONANCE
・DECAY
・RELEASE
・LFO SPEED
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8. Keyboard

Let’s make a melody.

Flick down on the Flick Menu.
Long tap the button of Section Selector,
then flick down your finger to select
“KEYBOARD”.

Flick Menu

Play the keyboard.
Now you can play the note with the
keyboard. Tap the side arrows to change
the octave.

Select a Pad
Tap to play
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Draw notes with the current note.
You can slide up/down to set the
note with the current note.

The last key you tapped is
selected as the current note.

Current note

Slide left/right to modify each
note pitch. Tap to delete.
TIP : Sometime Frum doesn’t play a correct
pitch because Frum has pure FM Synthesis.
If you need stable pitch, just turn on PM.

PM
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9. Record and export audio
RECORD AUDIO switch

Show the record button.
Turn on RECORD AUDIO switch, and
you can see the RECORD button.

RECORD

Tap to start recording.
Recording starts when you tap
the RECORD button.
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PLAY
If you want to record the song, just
tap PLAY button, and tap RECORD button
again when the song is finished.

Export audio data.
The action sheet is appered when you
tap the RECORD button again. Choose one
you want to export to.
You can select Dropbox if you have the
app.
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